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What is ITL

Innovative Technologies for Learning
Types of ITL

- 180 Skills
- You Tube
- Internet
- Videos
- PDFs
- Elmo
- TV
- Power Point
Methods

• Projector
• TV
• iPad
• Audio
Did You Know?

There is ITL for:

- Aviation
- Composites
- Precision Instruments
- Machining
- Blueprint
  - ... and many more
• Aviation
  o Aircraft Familiarization
  o Aerospace Blueprint
  o Aircraft Systems & Components
  o Fundamentals of Aerospace Mfg
  o Bonding & Grounding
• Manufacturing
  o Basic Drilling & Riveting
  o Hand Tools
  o Power Island Equipment
• Manufacturing - Aviation
  o Basic Drilling & Riveting
  o Advanced Fasteners
  o Countersinking & Flush Riveting
  o 90 Degree Drilling
    o ... and many more
Do you use online (ITL) in your classroom?

How do you use it?
Precision Instruments
Chapter 4 Vernier Micrometers

The vernier micrometer is a precision measurement tool used to measure distance.

In this chapter you will gain the mastery required to accurately measure products with the vernier micrometer.
Is It Free?

Maybe.....
How Do I Get It?

Call Trish Schmidt
677-9550
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